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1.

Maersk Line to increase Asia-Europe
rates by $800 TEU June 1

DB Schenker offers HK-Chicago-Houston
service from its jetcargo unit

Shipping company Maersk Line, owned
by A.P. Moller-Maersk, plans to increase
freight rates for transporting containers
from Asia to Northern Europe by $800
per 20-foot equivalent unit (TEU) from
June 1.
With a fleet of more than 600 vessels,
Maersk Line has a market share of about
20 percent on the world's busiest routes
between Asia and Northern Europe.
The world's third-largest container
shipping group, France's CMA CGM, that
it intends to increase rates by $1,000
from June.

DB SCHENKER's jetcargo division has
commenced a weekly air freight service
linking Hong Kong to Chicago and
Houston to serve the energy, automotive
and industrial sectors.
The service that provides guaranteed
capacity on board Boeing 747-8 freighters
will benefit its "US Midwest customers
with freight moving from Southeast China
to the US southwest, Gulf of Mexico and
northern Mexico
The forwarder's jetcargo service now offers
three air cargo solutions with "defined
lead-times, no dimensional or weight
restrictions, and end-to end online
tracking".
Other benefits from the service include
direct main-deck freighter capacity from
China, consolidation services with
customs clearance, time-definite transit
options, and land transport services to
deliver cargo straight after arrival to
destinations throughout the Americas

PREMIERE LOGISTICS RECEIVE THE MILLION
DOLLAR AWARD FROM CHINA AIRLINES

SHANGHAI, CHINA, PREMIERE LOGISTICS, was awarded China Airlines Million Dollar
Sales Award
For the first time this year
The award recognizes the company for its sales, exceeding one million in 2014 and its
achievement as an inventive business leader in the freight industry
This outstanding achievement, is the result of close collaboration between Premiere
Logistics and China Airlines
We look forward to reaching new milestones with China Airlines for the year ahead

OUR CEO, MR ALEX LIU
RECEIVING THE AWARD
Quoted by Mr Alex Liu
“We are honored to receive this award for
the first time this year,”
This achievement is a continuous
testament to our growing business and
ability to work closely with partners like
China Airlines.
We look forward to strengthening our
airline partnerships and continuing to
offer our customers the widest choice of
air products.”

Rule changes allow ocean liners to join in China's e-commerce

CHANGES to import regulations at Shanghai's free trade zone has allowed container shipping lines to participate
in the burgeoning cross-border e-commerce sector, which has always relied on air transport.
The port of entry is Lingang situated between Pudong International Airport to the north and Yangshan
Deepwater Port to the south. It was absorbed into the free trade zone in 2013 and a giant logistics park has been
developed there to handle the growing trade.
It houses a 100-square mile port and logistics park with a relatively low rental, making it a destination for crossborder e-commerce goods arriving by ocean that links the port to 300 other ports across the world.
Amended import regulations at Shanghai free trade zone mean e-commerce parcels do not need to be carried
into China exclusively by air, Newark's Journal of Commerce reported.
A cross-border e-commerce website operating out of the free trade zone enables China customers to make
online orders from overseas companies, eliminating the need to use grey market channels, place expensive
offshore orders or take overseas buying trips, or use limited online retailers in China.
"China Customs now allows goods to get into the free trade zone before needing to be declared
"Containers can be transported to warehouses in the zone and made ready for sorting and packaging. This was
unheard of in the past when all processing had to be done manually”
The new online system meant 3,000 orders could be processed in 15 minutes instead of the three to five days of
the past. It will end long waiting times for deliveries, lower prices by up to 30 per cent and ensure that products
meet quality standards.
The ability to hold inventory in Shanghai without paying tax until the goods are actually ordered and delivered to
the consumer would reduce the time-sensitive nature of shipping and allow companies to ship products via
ocean freight, at much lower costs than air freight.

Singapore Airlines has no plans to scrap freighter fleet
Singapore Airlines has no plans to increase or
decrease its freighter fleet this year as it sees a
future for both bellyhold and maindeck capacity.
The southeast Asian airline said that it currently
had a fleet of eight freighter aircraft, all of which
are B747-400s, but said it had no plans to step
back from offering freighter aircraft, unlike some
of its rivals, or place orders for new aircraft.
Singapore Airlines executive vice president for
operations Ng Chin Hwee said: “We have actually
eight operating aircraft.

Moving onto demand forecasts for the year, Singapore Airlines had taken advantage
of the US west coast port situation and there was a “general pick-up in demand”.
However, there were some concerning indicators pointing to a slowdown in the US and
China.
According to Chinese government figures, the country’s exports unexpectedly fell
6.4% in April from a year earlier, while imports slipped by 16.2%.
SIA Cargo made a S$22m operating loss in the 2014-15 financial year, compared with
a S$100m loss in prior year as it benefited from a “moderate recovery” in air cargo
demand and “diligent capacity management”.
The Singapore carrier's cargo load factor improved 0.8 percentage points to 63.3%
for the twelve months ending March 2015, with yield remaining "largely flat" and unit
costs declining 2.3% year on year.
The airline was targeting profitability for its cargo division in 2015, that yields this
year remained “somewhat challenged” as a result of excess capacity.

JUST FOR YOUR
INFORMATION
ABOUT SQ FLIGHT

Ranking amongst the top 15
carriers worldwide in terms of
revenue passenger kilometres,
and 10th in the world for
international passengers carried,
Singapore Airlines is one of the
largest airlines in Asia.

LABOUR DAY, 1ST MAY

International Labour Day is also
known as the International
Worker’s Day which is celebrated
on international level to promote
and encourage the international
labour associations. It is being
celebrated all across the world
every year on 1st of May.
It has also been declared as the
national holiday in almost 80
countries of the world whereas it
is being celebrated as an unofficial
event in most of the countries. It
the US and Canada, it is (Labour
Day) celebrated on 1st Monday of
the September month as an annual
holiday for celebrating the great
achievements of the workers
working in various fields.

History and Origin of
International Labour Day
International Workers’ Day is the big
celebration on the world level and it is
celebrated to commemorate the 4th of May of
1886, the Haymarket affair (Haymarket
Massacre) in the Chicago. It is the big event of
that year when workers were on the general
strike for their eight-hour workday and police
were doing their job of dispersing the general
public from the crowd. Suddenly, a bomb was
thrown over the crowd by an unidentified person
and then police started firing over the workers
and four demonstrators were killed.
Here is a real statement about the event:
“Reliable witnesses testified that all the pistol
flashes came from the center of the street, where
the police were standing, and none from the
crowd. Moreover, initial newspaper reports
made no mention of firing by civilians. A
telegraph pole at the scene was filled with bullet
holes, all coming from the direction of the
police.”
It was decided to be celebrated on annual basis
as an May Day in the meeting (in 1889) of Paris
through a proposal by the Raymond Lavigne
that international demonstrations is required to
celebrate the anniversary of Chicago protests. In
the year 1891, May Day was officially recognized
by the International’s second congress to be
celebrated as an annual event.
However, May Day Riots was occurred in the
year 1894 and then in the year 1904, the
following statement was given in the
International Socialist Conference at
Amsterdam “all Social Democratic Party
organizations and trade unions of all countries to
demonstrate energetically on May First for the
legal establishment of the 8-hour day, for the
class demands of the proletariat, and for
universal peace.” and declared it “mandatory
upon the proletarian organizations of all
countries to stop work on May 1, wherever it is
possible without injury to the workers.”

DID YOU
KNOW ?
1) BRUNEI
The Sultanate of Brunei (Full
name: Negara Brunei Darussalam)
is a small but - thanks to natural
gas and petroleum resources very rich country located in
Southeast Asia. It is surrounded
by Malaysia and has two parts
physically separated by Malaysia,
almost being an enclave.
Strategically located on the South
China Sea, close to vital sea lanes
linking Indian and Pacific Oceans,
it has an exclusive economic
fishing zone that extends as far as
Louisa Reef in the southern
Spratly Islands although it makes
no public territorial claim to the
offshore reefs.
There are many eco-tours which
typically go to the Temburong
district by boat then to a native
"longhouse". It is then followed by
a powered boat (by the natives)
up the river to the Belalong
National Park, a reserve in the
Borneo rainforest. There is a
canopy walk and research centre
at the park headquarters.

THE TOP 5 RICHEST
COUNTRY IN ASIA

2) SINGAPORE

Founded as a British trading colony in 1819,
since independence it has become one of the
world's most prosperous countries and sports
the world's busiest port. Combining the
skyscrapers and subways of a modern, affluent
city with a medley of Chinese, Malay and
Indian influences and a tropical climate, with
tasty food, good shopping and a vibrant
nightlife scene, this Garden City makes a great
stopover or springboard into the region.
Singaporean food is legendary, with bustling
hawker centres and 24-hour coffee shops
offering cheap food from all parts of Asia, and
shoppers can bust their baggage allowances in
shopping meccas like Orchard Road and
Suntec City. In recent years some societal
restrictions have also loosened up, and now you
can bungee jump and dance on bartops all
night long, although alcohol is still very pricey
and chewing gum can only be bought from a
pharmacy. Two enormous casino complexes —
or "Integrated Resorts", to use the
Singaporean euphemism — opened in 2010 in
Sentosa and Marina Bay as part of Singapore's
new Fun and Entertainment drive, the aim
being to double the number of tourists visiting
and increasing the length of time they stay
within the country.

3) JAPAN

The "Land of the Rising Sun" is a country where
the past meets the future. Japanese culture
stretches back millennia, yet has also adopted
(and created) the latest modern fashions and
trends.
Japan is a study in contrasts and contradictions.
Many Japanese corporations dominate their
industries, yet if you read the financial news it
seems like Japan is practically bankrupt. Cities
are as modern and high tech as anywhere else,
but tumbledown wooden shacks can still be
spotted next to glass fronted designer
condominiums. Japan has beautiful temples and
gardens which are often surrounded by garish
signs and ugly buildings. In the middle of a
modern skyscraper you might discover a sliding
wooden door which leads to a traditional chamber
with tatami mats, calligraphy, and tea ceremony.
These juxtapositions mean you may often be
surprised and rarely bored by your travels in
Japan

4) SOUTH KOREA
South Korea is a very homogeneous country, with nearly all native residents identifying themselves as ethnically
Korean and speaking the Korean language. The largest resident minority are the Chinese, numbering around 20,00030,000. However, there is a number of foreign laborers from China, Mongolia, Bangladesh, Southeast Asia and other
parts of world as well as English teachers from the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the United
Kingdom, Ireland and South Africa. In addition, about 30,000 American military personnel are stationed throughout
the country, especially near the DMZ. South Korea's large and growing economy has attracted people from all over
the world and Seoul's status as a leading financial center has brought many financial workers from North America,
Europe and Japan. Today, over one million foreigners reside in South Korea.
It is one of the most densely populated countries in the world, but also has one of the world's lowest birthrates
(1.21 children per woman). Dealing with this very low birthrate will be one of the major problems for this country in
the 21st century. Confucian attitudes about the importance of a male heir have led to a strongly skewed sex ratio,
with about 112 men for every 100 women encouraging many Korean men in rural areas to seek wives from other
countries such as China, Vietnam and the Philippines. About 85% of South Koreans live in urban areas.
Though East Asian tourists have been visiting Korea in droves since the turn of the millenium due to the Korean Wave
(also known as í•œë¥˜ hallyu), it is still largely off the radar of most Western tourists. As such, having locals stare
or listen to your conversations is still somewhat a common experience among Westerners visiting Korea. Children in
particular will approach you or shout a "Hi!" in passing. Much of this is done out of curiosity and eagerness to hear
English spoken by native speakers. Although most Koreans have been educated in English since elementary school and
most companies set a premium on possessing a certain level of fluency, in general the people will find it difficult to
understand or speak it. However, most in the city will be able to read and write English proficiently. Tourists will
normally find Koreans to be quite friendly and helpful when trying to find their way around.

5) MALAYSIA
Malaysia is a mix of the modern world and a developing nation. With its investment in the high
technology industries and moderate oil wealth, it has become a rich nation in South-East Asia. Malaysia,
for most visitors, presents a happy mix: there is high-tech infrastructure and things generally work well
and more or less on schedule, but prices remain more reasonable than, say, Singapore.
Malaysia is a multicultural society. While Malays make up a 54% majority, there are also 25% Chinese
(especially visible in the cities), 7.5% Indian and a miscellaneous grouping of 13.5% "others", such as the
Portuguese clan in Melaka and 12% of indigenous peoples (Aborigines). There is hence also a profusion
of faiths and religions, with Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, Taoism, Hinduism, Sikhism and even
shamanism on the map.
Most notably in Malaysia, unlike in other countries, the Chinese community is not assimilated and has
managed to maintain a distinct cultural identity from the rest of the population. Many traditional
Chinese customs, including some no longer practised in China itself due to the cultural revolution, are
widely practised by the Malaysian Chinese.
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